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Details of Visit:

Author: CaptainCook
Location 2: Streatham Hill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 24.8.2004 6.30pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hr +
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Sexy Mature Black Busty True GFE Anal Experience
Website: http://www.blackandbusty.co.uk
Phone: 07957929411

The Premises:

Pru's new city pad: like her, large and lovely. Clean, safe, easy parking

The Lady:

Words fail me. Has to be seen to be believed. You think her tits look great? See them in the flesh...
fantastic.

The Story:

This was my first visit to Pru?s City apartment. Easy to find and reach it is a spacious suite of rooms
with a lovely, atmospheric bedroom, a wide open lounge area and an intimate bathroom. One of the
joys of the visit was roaming around the space completely naked with her: watching Pru?s breasts
is a treat at any time but seeing them swing free in all their voluptuous glory as she walked around
was an irresistible pleasure.

It had been at least a couple of months since my last time with Pru and, at the end of the office day,
it was a great release to be alone with her again. It?s like being with one of your greatest friends:
conversation flows freely, laughs shared and at the end of it know you?ll have had one of the best
fucks of your life. It?s fabulous. An hour or more with her should be on the national curriculum.

Pru suggested sharing a shower and promptly stripped off. I couldn?t help but embrace her
magnificent body and kiss her deeply. Her nipples are a banquet at the best of times but tonight
they seemed especially sensitive. I sucked, nibbled, chewed, teased? even brought both together in
my mouth by squeezing her breasts. This became something of a scenic route to the shower,
pausing every few steps to linger over a kiss or suck on a nipple. In the shower we were pressed
close together and lathered each other with liquid soap. It was like being a child and spreading icing
over a birthday cake, except that now there were adult treats of moving a hand between Pru?s legs
and soaping her cunt or turning her around and massaging her buttocks.

Time for bed. Make no mistake: for all the variety of her repertoire and the myriad possibilities on
offer, Pru is a great fuck and a great GFE. Tonight?s highlight was making her cum; her first City
orgasm she told me. There are few things in life as beautiful as making and feeling a woman cum.
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Pru?s could have been measured on the Richter scale and her moans of pleasure could have
graced Covent Garden. If you take pleasure in giving pleasure to others then the rewards with Pru
will be like no other. For all the fullness of her figure and incomparable busty-ness you will discover
a pussy of real delicacy, both in taste and design. Having the patience to bring her to orgasm while
supping on a cunt like this is a treat you deprive yourself of at your peril.

After Pru had cum we fucked in a few positions before finally settling on face to face, lip to lip and
tongue to tongue. I wanted to be kissing her deeply as I came and then fall to rest on her bosom. I
did and it was worth every penny. Few things in life offer as much value for money and Pru is
quality through and through, time after time.
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